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THE NECESSITY TO humidify adequately anaesthetic gases being administered to 
infants has long been recognised, 1 particularly during long operations. Unfortun- 
ately the commonly used Jackson Rees type T-piece system, as made up for instance 
from the ~tm infant apparatus, supplies dry gases and does not retain much 
exhaled water vapour. 

Several extensive investigations into the efficacy of various types of humidifier 
have been carried out, such as that by Hayes and Robinson. 2 However, the present 
tests were made to compare the adequacy of some common nebulizers in humidify- 
ing the dry anaesthetic gases from a Boyle anaesthetic machine and supplying them 
into the tube leading to the T-piece. Nebulizers were chosen because it was ex- 
pected that the mist entering the endotraeheal tube would allow some evaporation 
as the gases warm to body temperature, maintaining a high relative humidity. Also 
the deposition of some larger droplets on the mucous membranes would further 
counteract the effect of atropine on the bronchial mucus. The nebulizers tested will 
conveniently stand on the Boyle table top. 

METHOD 

Three cold nebulizers were tested, namely the Winliz, the Bird 500 ml, and 
the Puritan 126. The Puritan was tested also as a heated nebulizer. The De Vilbiss 
900, an ultrasonic nebulizer, was also investigated, and the Bennett Cascade was 
included as a representative heated humidifier. 

The various nebulizers were adapted to receive gas from the anaesthetic machine, 
5 litres of oxygen/min being delivered into the usual high-pressure gas inlet. The 
gas was similarly led into the Cascade humidifier, but into the nebulizing chamber 
of the De Vilbiss machine (used on maximal setting for humidity) instead of the 
air inlet. The humidified gas was then delivered to the T-piece by conductive 
rubber tubing of 9-ram diameter and 4-mm bore, 1 metre long. The whole system 
was rendered gas-tight to prevent loss or dilution of gas flow. For this same reason 
the Puritan nebulizer was tested only on the 100 per cent setting, thus avoiding air 
entrainment. Ambient temperature was maintained at 22 ~ 

The T-piece was connected by Knight's connections to a size 3.5-mm cuffed 
endotracheal tube, which led into an Ellab* special psyehrometer functioning as a 
mock "trachea". The endotraeheal tube cuff was blown up to ensure that all the gas 
flowed through the psyehrometer. (Figure 1 ) The wet and dry thermister readings 
were recorded on an Ellab rE3 electric thermometer. In order that the full flow 
passed through the psyehrometer no expiratory tube was attached to the T-piece 
and the orfiee was occluded. 

*Eleetrolaboratoriet Ellab A/s Copenhagen. 
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ELECTRIC 
THERMOMETER 

Fmtrm~ 1. Diagramatie representation of equipment as as- 
sembled. 

The efficiency of the nebulizers was demonstrated first at room temperature, 
using the wet and dry temperature readings to determine the water vapour pres- 
sure from which the relative humidity was calculated. 

In order to simulate the conditions in the infant's trachea the endotracheal tube 
was then warmed so that the dry (high) temperature reading was 37~ and the 
resulting relative humidities similarly calculated. In both series the unhumidified 
oxygen was also tested. The heating of the endotracheal tube was effected by a 
small variable controlled-temperature waterbath. 

RESULTS 

Table I shows that all machines were completely effective at room temperature. 
Table II shows the results when the gases entering the psyehrometer were at 

body temperature. The Puritan nebulizer was heated by the Puritan T.n. heater 
adjusted as nearly as possible to give gas leaving the endotracheal tube at 37~ 
without further heating. The Cascade humidifier, however, was unable to achieve 
this even on maximum setting (9), the further heating required reducing the rela- 
tive humidity obtained. 

As expected, the ultrasonic nebulizer was completely effective, even after heating 
the gases to body temperature, and the cheaper cold nebulizers were less so. 

It must be emphasized that none of the nebulizers used was designed for incor- 
poration into an anaesthetic circuit, and indeed one would expect very poor results 
with the three cold nebulizers which should be driven by a high-pressure gas 
source, providing high flows. 

Moreover, no one has concluded what is the optimal amount of humidity to be 
added to anaesthetic gases, or the total effects of an excess amount. 

However, despite their inherent disadvantages, each nebulizer succeeded in 
adding a significant, and probably desirable and effective amount of water vapour 
to the gas in the endotracheal tube at body temperature. The main problems are 
practical ones. 

The Winliz nebulizer is fairly large, was difficult to make gas-tight, and required 
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TABLE I 

Dry Wet 
(h{gh) (low) Vapour Relative 
temp temp pressure humidity 

l.lumidilier ("c) (~ (ram llg) (percent) 

None '2:? 7 0 0 
Winliz 22 22 20 100 
Bird 22 22  20 100 
Pur i tan  '2'2 22  20 100 
Cascade "2'2 '2'2 20 100 
De Vilbiss '2'2 22 20 100 

TABLE lI 

Dry Wet 
(high) (low) Vapour Relative 
temp temp pressure humidi ty  

tiumidifier (~ (~ (mm Hg) (percent) 

None 37 15 0 0 
Winliz 37 29 26 56 
Bird 37 o.~ .... 36 76 
Pur i tan (heated) 37 3~i 45 95 
Puri tan (unheated) 37 2!} 26 ;56 
Cascade 37 32 33 71 
De Vilbis~ 37 :37 47 100 
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the manufacture of special adaptors to enable its inclusion in the anaesthetic 
circuit. 

The Puritan nebulizer is compact and easily inserted into the anaesthetic circuit. 
However, the resistance of the nebulizer is very high and a high pressure must be 
provided by the reducing valves of the anaesthetic machine in order to drive 5 
litres/min of gas through it. In these conditions we found it necessary to wire 
together all connections between the machine and the nebulizer to prevent dis- 
connection. 

The Bird nebulizer is also compact, is inserted into the circuit very conveniently, 
and is of suffleiently low resistance to function easily at a flow of 5 litres/min. 
The nebulizer we used also provided an effective degree of relative humidity, and 
as a result of our investigations this nebulizer is now used routinely on all our 
infants requiring endotraeheal anaesthesia, except for very short operations. 

The heated Puritan nebulizer and Cascade humidifier were effective, but not 
easily inserted in circuit. Both suffer from the major disadvantage of heated 
humidifiers, in the fact that in order to allow high humidity by the time the gas 
reaches the endotraeheal tube, the gas must be heated well above body tempera- 
ture at source. Thus for safety it is necessary to continuously monitor the tem- 
perature of the gas entering the endotracheal tube, which is an inconvenient and 
time-consuming procedure. Further inconveniences are the amount of water that 
condenses out of the cooling anaesthetic gases as they pass through the tubing, 
and the necessity for an electricity supply to the humidifier. 

Finally, the De Vilbiss ultrasonic nebulizer was completely effective. It is how- 
ever, expensive, requires a separate stand and is dependent upon electricity. It 
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must also be regulated so that a gross excess of mist is not supplied, causing undue 
precipitation of water droplets and increased resistance in the circuit and in tbe 
infant's airways and lungs. 3 

SUMMARY 

In an effort to find a convenient method of humidifying anaesthetic gases being 
administered to infants by endotracheal tube, a number of commonly available 
nebulizers were investigated. Their effectiveness was determined in a simulated 
tracheal situation. The problems of their practical application are discussed. 

l~suM} 

Dans le but de trouver une m&hode appropri6e d'humidi~er les gaz anesth6si- 
ques administr6s par un tube endotrach6al, nous avons fait des 6tudes sur les n6bu- 
lizateurs d'usage courant. Nous avons d6termin6 leur e~eaeit6 par un montage 
simulant une intubation endotraeh6ale. Nous diseutons les probl6mes de leur 
application elinique. 

En d@it de leurs d6savantages inh6rents, tousles n6bulizateurs ont r6ussi '~ 
ajouter aux gaz dans le tube endotraeh6al, ~ la temp6rature du corps, une quantit6 
de vapeur d'eau consid6rable, probablement d6sirable et et~eaee. Les prineipaux 
probl+mes sont d'ordre pratique. 

Le n~bulizateur Winliz est plut6t volumineux, il a ~t6 difllcile de le rendre 
6tanebe : le manufaeturier a dfi fabriquer des adapteurs sp6eiaux pour que nous 
puissions rinelure dans le circuit anesth6sique. 

Le n~bulizateur Puritan est de petit volume et peut s'ins6rer faeilement dans 
le circuit anesth6sique. Toutefois, la r~sistanee du n6bulizateur est tr~s 61ev6e et 
les valves r~duetriees de la machine ~ anesth6sie doivent fournir une pression 61ev6e 
pour r6ussir ~ y faire passer un d6bit de 5 1/minute de gaz. A cause de cet ~tat de 
chose, nous avons dfi fleeler tousles joints entre la machine et le n6bulizateur pour 
~viter que les joints ne se d6taehent. 

Le n6bulizateur Bird est aussi de petit volume; il s'ins~re dans le circuit tr~s 
faeilement et la r~sistance qu'il cr6e est assez basse qu'il peut fonctionner facile- 
merit ~ un d6bit de 5 1/minute. Le n6bulizateur que nous avons employ6 a fourni 
un degr6 assez 61ev6 d'humidit6 relative que, ~ la suite de nos 6tudes, nous l'em- 
ployons de routine chez tous les enfants qui doivent avoir une anesth6sie endo- 
traeh6ale, ~ l'exception des op6rations courtes. 

Le n6bulizateur ehauff6 Puritan et l'humidificateur Cascade ont 6t6 efllcaces 
mais dittleiles ~ ins6rer dans le circuit. Les deux appareils ont le d6savantage 
important d'6tre des humidifieateurs ehauff6s; de fait, de fagon ~ obtenir un taux 
61ev6 d'humidit6 au moment off les gaz traversent le tube endotraeh6al il faut les 
ehauffer ~ une temp6rature de beaueoup sup6rieure ~ celle du corps et cela, ~ la 
source. Ainsi, pour raison de s~eurit6, il faut surveiUer continuellement la temp6- 
rature des gaz qui entrent dans le tube endotraeh6al, ce qui est malcommode et 
fair perdre du temps. D'autres ennuis sont oeeasionn6s d'une part, par la quantit6 
d'eau qui se condense sur le refroidisseur des gaz anesth6siques au passage des gaz, 
et d'autre part, par la n6eessit6 d'un apport d'61eetrieit6 pour rhumidifleateur. 
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Enfin, le ndbulizateur ultrasonique De Vilbiss a 6t6 tout ~ fait effleace. Toutefois, 
il cofite cher, requiert un support s6par6 et de l'61ectrieit6 pour fonetionner. I1 
n6cessite un contr6Ie de faqon ~ ee qu'un execs important d'humidit6 ne soit produit 
et n'entralne line pr6eipitation de gouttelettes d'eau, ce qui augmenterait ta r6sis- 
tance dans le circuit et dans les poumons de l'enfant. 
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